Neonatal bacteriuria and 'Uriglox'. S. Dosa and I. B. Houston. (Department of Child Health, St. Mary's Hospital, Manchester.) 'Uriglox' is a paper strip technique intended to detect bacteriuria by showing the consumption of glucose normally found in urine (by the metabolically active bacteria). Problems were foreseen in its application to the diagnosis of bacteriuria in the newborn and a trial was designed to test its reliability.

423 newborn babies 3 to 10 days old were studied; 65 (15-1%) were found to have >10⁵ bacteria/ml urine at the initial culture but further repetition, culminating in suprapubic bladder aspiration showed that none had a true bacteriuria. In 63 of these 65 contaminated specimens, the Uriglox test was normal but overall 4 out of 423 tests were abnormal, a false positive rate of 0-9%.

For comparison, urine specimens were obtained by suprapubic aspiration from 27 infants suspected of having bacteriuria (on the basis of earlier urine cultures using per-urethral collections). 19 specimens were sterile, 8 specimens contained >10⁵ bacteria/ml and 5 of these also had an abnormal Uriglox test. This gave a false negative rate of 3 in 8.

More than 100 leucocytes/μl urine were found in 3-3% of the normal urine specimens and in 5 of the 8 bacteriuric samples; one urine specimen with true bacteriuria contained less than 10 leucocytes/μl.

We conclude that, in the circumstances of this study, the proportion of false negative results is too high to justify the use of Uriglox for screening babies for bacteriuria. The low incidence of bacteriuria in the newborn group studied is also worthy of further comment.

Response to glucagon in small-for-dates hypoglycaemic newborn infants. Marthe A. Le Dune (introduced by G. Arneil). (Department of Child Health, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Glasgow.) To be published in full in the Archives.

Study of immunoreactive pancreatic glucagon in the newborn period. D. I. Johnston and S. R. Bloom (introduced by Alexander Mowat). (Department of Child Health, King's College Hospital, London.) Pancreatic glucagon (PG) stimulates hepatic glycogenolysis, lipolysis, and may induce and activate rate-limiting steps in gluconeogenesis. These functions suggest that this hormone is relevant to the homeostasis of the newborn. Until now, methods for PG measurement have been too crude to evaluate its role in this age group.

A sensitive immunoassay for PG has been developed. The design of the assay follows the principles suggested by Albano and Ekins (1970). Using 100 μl plasma it can detect changes of 25 pg/ml within 95% confidence limits. Cross-reaction with glucagon of gut origin is avoided by the use of a specific antiserum.

PG was measured in maternal and cord blood in over 80 deliveries. Labour caused a rise in maternal PG. In 50 normal deliveries the mean difference between maternal and cord values was not significant. In 20 deliveries with evident fetal distress (scalp pH <7.20) the mean cord value was significantly greater than the maternal level.

At 2 hours after delivery the peripheral venous PG of premature and small-for-dates infants showed a significant rise over the cord value. The rise in normal term infants was less significant. All infants had higher levels at 2 hours than their mothers.

This study indicates that the infant is capable of autonomous PG production at delivery. There is no evidence of impaired secretion in very premature infants or in SFD infants. PG appears to be produced in response to the metabolic demands of fetal distress.

Clinical pharmacology of gentamycin in the newborn. R. D. G. Milner, Julia Ross, and D. J. R. Proud. (Department of Child Health, University of Manchester, and Roussel Laboratories Ltd., Swindon.)

Use of the 'Gregory box' (CPAP) in treatment of RDS of the newborn: preliminary report. P. M. Dunn, M. J. Thearle, A. C. Parsons, and J. L. Watts. (University of Bristol, Department of Child Health, Southmead Hospital, Bristol.) Between October 1971 and January 1972, continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) with the aid of a Gregory box (Gregory et al., 1971) was used by us in the treatment of severe respiratory distress syndrome of the newborn (RDS) on 6 occasions. The apparatus we used to administer CPAP (Dunn et al., 1971) and to monitor and control the pressure is briefly described.

Our early clinical experience may be summarized as follows. 4 infants treated with CPAP improved dramatically. Their mean gestational age was 31 weeks and birthweight 1930 g. Two of the mothers had had abruptio placentae. All developed uncomplicated RDS. Reporting mean values only, treatment was begun at 5 hours when the arterial blood pH was 7.07 and oxygen tension 53 mmHg in 37% oxygen. Starting CPAP with 6 mmHg, while maintaining the ambient oxygen unchanged led to an 89% rise in arterial oxygen tension to 100 mmHg. Treatment was maintained on average for 64 hours (range 46 to 93). All 4 survived.

The remaining 2 infants, both of 34 weeks' gestation, were also born to mothers with abruptio placentae. Both developed RDS complicated by polycythemia and repeated apnoeic attacks. Though both responded to dilution exchange transfusion with plasma and to CPAP, apnoeic attacks continued. One infant required artificial ventilation after 4 hours of CPAP and survived. A second infant, with an initial pH of 6.92, failed to recover from an apnoeic attack after 5 hours of CPAP and necropsy revealed a large intraventricular
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